
APPENDIX D - THE VOWEL SYMBOLS AND THE DAGESH

THE NAMES OF THE VOWEL SYMBOLS

u ©nẅ ῭ (sEhg̈ u ©nẅ)  oḧẅ u ©nẅ ῭
gz̈ ©R ©̀ wExEy E`
lFb ¤q ¤̀ uEAEw ª̀
wi ¦xi ¦g ¦̀ `ë §y §̀
x ¥qg̈ ml̈Fg Ÿ̀ u ©nẅ-sḧ£g ¢̀
`¥ln̈ ml̈Fg F` gz̈ ©R-sḧ£g £̀
i ¥x ¥v ¥̀ lFb ¤q-sḧ£g ¡̀

1.  The Dagesh   y¥bc̈
There are two kinds of mi ¦y¥b §c , both of which look exactly alike in print.   They are called
 lw ybc and ybc wfg .   The lw ybc appears (in fully pointed texts, i.e. with vowel
marks) in six letters:  Y R M C B A .  As you know, our pronunciation of the consonants is
affected in only three of these:  t  k  a.  In the other three, we ignore the dot.  (In fact,
many readers are not aware of the dot until is pointed out to them.)  

The wfg ybc appears in all of the letters of the alphabet except for rx g`d.  Note the
mnemonic:  the brother is bad.  The purpose of this dot is to double the length of time the
sound is pronounced as though the letter were represented by a musical quarter note
instead of an eighth note.  However in ordinary reading, people ignore the wfg ybc.
You may encounter it in artistic readings  especially of biblical texts, and in "virtuoso"
chanting of the Torah scrolls in the synagogue.

In the consonants z t k c b a  the same dot can serve both to change the sound (from /v/
to /b/,  /f/ to /p/ etc) and to double the consonant.  The reasons for the ybc are somewhat
complex and will not be discussed here.  But here are a few of the simple points.

When you see a t k a at the beginning of a word. even if there is no dagesh in the letter,
it should be pronounced as though it has a ybc. – dnk   lret    dpip §t   oinipa   ywia
      sqk

In the middle of word, if a ztkcba letter begins a new syllable,  that is, the preceding letter
is marked with a `eey , then it should be pronounced as though it has a ybc.  – 

  ifpM §y` =  ifpk §y`   x¥A §q ¤d  =  x¥a §q ¤d           dgR §yin = dgt §yin   

Please note that lrt verb forms like Eazk dazk Ekld dkld  seem to be exceptions to
this rule.  They are not really exceptions, but the full discussion of the issue must be
postponed.

When the dagesh is used to indicate doubling it is called a dagesh xazak, wf̈g̈ y¥bC̈.  It
regularly appears in certain noun, adjective, and verb forms. For example: "cantor" oG̈ ©g ,
"red" (f) dÖ ªc£̀ , "he told" x ¥R ¦q , "he taught" c ¥O¦l .  The example x ¥R ¦q illustrates a case
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where the wf̈g̈ y¥bC̈ serves both to double the consonant and to change it from a spirant  to
a stop.  In addition to specific word types, the wfg ybc  appears as part of the definite
article, "the".  For example, "the desert"  xÄ §c ¦O ©d. 

THE  lw ybc  THAT "DISAPPEARS"

Notice that words that begin with ztkcba letters can change their pronunciation (b > v,
k > x,  p > f) whenever  a  l or a is attached as a preposition..

dywAa request
dywa §Aplease

xtq zi¥Aa school
xtq zi¥a§lto a school

When the dagesh is used for this purpose it is called a dagesh kal, l ©w y¥bC̈ .  

Given the complexity of these rules, it is not surprising that native Israelis frequently ignore the
rules of the dagesh.  Thus you will often hear a sentence like:

"He said to Bat Sheva"   r ©a ¤y-z ©A§l x ©n ῭  `Ed where the presence of the dagesh  in her
name is a "violation" of the grammatical rules.
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